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"Naughty Marietta" at Moore
Is School Spirit Obsolete?
Spec Asks ASSU Officers
This is a copy of a letter submitted to the ASSU officers
on November 9 by the Seattle University Spectator:
To to ASSU Officers:
To the ASSU:

OPERA GUILD PRESENTS FALL
PRODUCTION DECEMBER 8-9
Gustave Stern To
June Preston,Star of
Direct Orchestra "Naughty Marietta"

OPEN LETTER

Fellow students of the Asso-

Father Daniel Reidy, S.J., head
of the Music Department, is working with Mr. Gustave Stern, instructor of music and voice, and
Father Leo Lanphere, S.J., noted
for his work with the Drama Guild
as stage-director, to make this
opera "a promising extravaganza
of student talent."

On the stage of the Moore Theatre on December 8 and 9, the
Opera Guild will present Victor
Herbert's colorful light opera,
"Naughty Marietta."
The stellar role of Marietta will
be sung by June Preston; playing
opposite her as Captain Richard
Warrington will be Bill Kirby.
Other important cast members
are: Lieutenant Governor Grandet,Frank Caldwell; Etienne Grandet, Jack Marilley; Sir Harry
Blake, Frank Sullivan; Lizette,
Gloria Torlai; Rudolfo, Tom Morris; Adah, Mary Lou Prasch; Silas
Slick, Kevin Packard.

dictate your manner of conduct ciation at Seattle University,
while away from school, we do
this is directed to you.
think that the minority group
Why does there exist at our
For several years there have which contributes to the building
been protests and outbursts con- of a bad reputation for SU should University this feeling of uncerning school loyalty and thelack be metedout some form of punish- concern, indifference? The
of it. This year we, the Spectator ment suitable to their misbehavior. University is yours as well as
(c) Because we are a Catholic
staff, have determined that some
PRODUCTION STAFF
course of action must be takenbe- school, the membership in the So- the very few that are continuin costumes to be worn,,in the Opera Guild presentation
Pictured
loyalty" dality should be almost 100 per ously working for the entire
Members of the student body on
fore "school spirit and
of "Naughty Marietta" next week are Tom Morris, Jack Marilley,
the production staff are: Burton
cent. Instead, it has been estimated student association. For the
become mere terms.
June Preston and Bill Kirby, Gloria Torlai, Mary Lou Prasch and
Goodman, businessmanager; Kathto be 20 per cent of the Catholic
For our decision we refer to:
most of you the proverbial Kevin Packard.
leen Runells, ticket chairman; Betstudents.
consequently has
(a) the poor attendance at the
ty Umberhour, publicity and pro(f) Due to the differences in shoe fits and
ASSU meetings;
various
sizes
and shapes.
grams; June Preston, assisted by
it
is
more
schedules,
difficult
for
(b) the small percentage of stu- student nurses to participate in
Mary Ellen Kirk and Dick Gardner,
SUPPORTING CAST
The Association has the
dents who votein studentelections; student functions.Because they are
sponsor committee; Dave ChamA
supporting
cast of student tal(c) the decided lack of interest entitled to representatives on the total number of 2,560 stuberlain, advertising manager; Helent
LeTourneau,
lists:
Darlene
offices;
attaining
school
in
en Breskovich, costume director. Elizabeth Gardner, Anthony GibAdvisory Board, we feel that their dents. Ican account for the
(d) the almost careless regard names and persons should be given greater number of this total
bons,Peggy Linn, Margaret Spane,
for our school name, particularly regard whensocial functions occur.
Reservedtickets for SeattleUniwhen there is a student body
Bil Smith, Rosemary Fallon, Jean
school;
from
away
to
conduct
versity's
Opera
presentation
as
Guild
"What are we going to do about meeting. But when the poor
Pinord,
SoKathleen Brady, Ginny
at
poor
attendance
(c) the
"Naughty Marietta" are still
it?" is the question probably presThe double "c" (energetic and of
Schwaegler, Patricia Schwaegler,
spirit
student
shown
the
is
at
the
dality meetings;
available,
though
remaining
ent in your minds.
eager) Hiyu Coolees aimed at
JeanneMarie McAteer, George Denot numerous.
(f> the segregation of the stuother undertakings of theUni- Trout Lake, which
to
(1)
appealing
every
We
are
is off the Stev- seats are
ver, Jack Rendall, Dan Drew, Art
activities,
from
student
nurses
dent
Tickets may be purchased imstuedtn to fight against the prevail- versity, there can be offered ens Pass road, for their most reChapman,
Bill Sheridan, Neal
and
especially during their Junior
mediately in the box office of the
ing inertia and to cooperate with no excuse and the shoe cent Sunday hike.
O'Hare, Don Duvall, Eugenia Peayears.
Senior
the officers of the ASSU.
body, Bernie Miller, Al Flynn,
pinches. The only thing that The Hiyu "Hit Parade" starred Moore Theatre or in the TreasurWe base our decisions upon:
the
er'soffice of the LiberalArtsBuild- The annual Christmas party for Mary Ellen Jensen,Lee Ghormley,
(2)
appeal
Advisory
We
to
(a) The percentage attending Board to settleits personaldisputes can be said is that you are Jeanne and Tom Tangney, Leon ing.
the children from the Sacred Heart Tom Reed, Helen Klepich, Bill
Carria and Barbara Ray, while
ASSU meetings consists of from and opinions away from its meet- lazy, miserably so.
Orphanage will be held December Baumgartner, Bob Klug, Anita
orders
be
filled
promptMail
will
Novak's new arrangements of ly by enclosing
8 per cent to 10 per cent of the ings.
a self-addressed 17. Fifty girls will be at the Blonheim, Bob Marrier, JimKaufTo prove that Iam wrong, Dan
carols captured the
Christmas
students.
(3) We petition the Judicial that the few do the
Knights of Columbus Hall from er, Bernice Miller, Nancy Moore,
stamped
envelope.
work for grand prize.
(b) the percentage of students Board to investigate the constitu1p.m. to 5 p.m. to enjoy a program AdeleManca, Julia Dennehy, Betty
Tickets
popularly
priced
4
are
at:
from
per
Association,
you
can do The appearanae of snow did not
who vote consists of
of games, entertainment, songs and Dilly, Patricia Morgan, Tom Tangtionality of the Point System of the
$1.50.
Orchestra,
$1.88;
Balcony,
cent to 25 per cent;
several things:
dampen the spirits of the snow- This includes tax.
Office.
refreshments.
ney, Dave Chamberlin, Pauline
(c) School offices entail time
bunnies, and occasional spills were
to
the
ASSU
of(4)
appeal
First,
can,
We
attend
those
that
Dorgan,
Tery Cain, Rita Loggins,
participants.
from
its
Aid
Needed
and work
Student
just more cause^i'jr merriment.
ficers to remember theirpromises,
Eileen Kelly, Ray O'Leary, Jean
The number of students interested made dufTng the" It3fJHMPt3BBH%«\' tli" t'c;\v student body meetX
In ctUfff tffhutV.e tint party more Kumhera, Jaclyn Rendall, and
in working for student activities is with regard to improved Student ings. You number approxi- Barrett Johnston, Chief Hiyu, re-**
all
potential
minds
members
and
personal,
of
individual gifts are being Marilyn Ninneman.
repetiion
almost entirely a
Body meetings and parliamentary mately 830.
(1) initiation will
Faculty members are showing
of
members
that:
purchased.
The aid of many stumajority
the
Because
names.
procedure.
the
school's
Second,
attend
1949;
(2)
be
held
in
March
of
at
will
be
for
the
keen
planvolundents
needed
interest in the Opera Guild's
up
of
committees are made
dances and school-sponsored least 80 per cent of the hikes must
ning and executing of a successful current production, "Naughty Marteers, we estimate the number of
The total blarrfe for student
Lambda Tau's mixer, "Medical party.
be attended to secure membership.
Some of the committees in- ietta."
students interested in activities to apathy cannot be placed on the productions of the stage.
Mixup", will be held Friday, De9
clude:
Wrapping of gifts, trimming
or
from
to
300
students
be 200
Third, give the basketball
cember 3, at the Masonic Temple, the
ASSU officers, the Advisory Board
Christmas tree, setting tables,
per cent to 12 per cent.
or the ASSU alone. Rather, we team and the new coach your
immediately following the basket- serving
and cleaning up.
(d) While this is a very delicate must all bear the brunt of the
game.
ball
support.
entire
Students
interested in helping
to
matter, and we do not intend
blame.
Chairman is Michael Comer. As- are asked to see Bill Suver in the December
O'LEARY.
RAY
To establish a firm basis for our
1. Alpha Tau Delta Fashion Show,
sisting him are members of the immediate future.
school spirit, we call upon the willBuhr Hall.
hononary.
technician's
medical
The recently organized Philosoingness of every student to par2. Lambda Tau Meeting.
Entertainment will be provided
ticipate and cooperate in student
phy Club, under the direction of during
3. Lambda Tau Mixer.
the intermission by student
Father Bussy, electedofficers Mon- nurses,
body affairs. The earnest endeavor
Basketball Game, SU-WWC,
of
the
cast
part
are
of
who
day, November 29, for the ensuing
of every officer is essential to proMemorial Gymnasium.
"White Cap Follies".
year.
4. Alpha Epsilon Delta Initiation,
Under the co-chairmenship of mote student unity in our student
Students are urged to secure
5. Hiyu Coolee Hike.
Barbara Patten and Ralph Uphus, government.
Bill Guppy was elected presi- their tickets, which are priced at
carry
the Scots held a "stocking dance"
on
6. Gavel Club Meeting, 7:30,
Spectator
lingerie
Sports
The
cannot
will dent. Other officers are: Vice Presclothes and
Room 118,
recently. From comments heard, the battle alone! It is up to every be the mainattractions in tonight's ident Pauline Dorgan, Recording 75 cents, early.
it was agreed to be a "sliding" individual to pitch in and preserve parade of fashions at Providence Secretary Terry Cain, CorrespondSurf andStreamClub Meeting.
The Engineers Club elected as
success.
the good name of Seattle Univer- Nurses' Home.
7.
Game, SU PLC,
Basketball
Secretary
Amy
Sherlock.
ing
its officers for the year: Joe RecParkland,
Out-of-townstudents will be re- sity.
The
is
being
sponsored
by
chi,
Malzhan,
show
vicepresident;
Ken
After the election members disceiving schedules of forthcoming
Colhecon Club Meeting,
Alpha Tau Delta, nurses' honorary- cussed the constitution, to be apBerg, secretaryThe all-school meeting of the president; Lowell
dances in the immediate future.
Catholic Action Bulletin.
with
Edna
committee,
treasurer;
Kelly,
The
Venishand
Joe
sergeantproved December 13.
Sodality which willbe held tonight,
Permanent flies of, membership,
8.
Feast
of the Immaculate Connick in charge, has arranged for
At the next meeting, Joe Raach 7:30, at Providence Hospital, will at-arms.
ception,
now being set up, will enable the
to
show
Apparel
budgetBest's
will talk on the "Spirits of Laws," feature Father Thomas Gill as the Moderator for the club is Father
Holy Day and Holiday.
Scots Club to keep students posted
wise clothing to the student nurses. by Montesque.
Leo Gaffney, S.J., who recently acguest speaker.
activities.
"Naughty Marietta," Moore
on
advertising
Kathryn
Dwyer,
Miss
Students, whose homes are not
This intellectualclub is striving
Immediately following the meet- quired his master degree from
Theatre.
The Wigwam Chapter of the In- manager for Best's, will describe
to familiarize students with the ing there will be a social hour of Stanford University.
9. "Naughty Marietta," Moore
in Seattle, are reminded that tercollegiate Knights have selected
to
points
garments,
certain
of
the
on
December 9 is the date for the
different philosophies of the world. dancing and refreshments.
dances are held twice a month
Theatre.
19 pledges for Fall Quarter.
by twoprofessional mod- Anyone wishing to attend is cornext meeting, which will be held 10. ASSU meeting:, 12:10, MemoriSunday evenings. The member- Plans are being made for inform- be worn
els from the department store. The
in Buhr Hall at 7:30 p. m.
ship fee is 50c per year.
al Gymnasium,
al initiation of the pledges here at assistant in advertising, Miss Odna dially invited to go to Room 320 Every club and organization is
December
p.m.
at
2
on
13.
Sodalparticipate
Any student, who is registered
school under the direction of Bill M. Marquis, is arranging the proinvited to
in the
Basketball Game, SU EWCE,
ity Christmas project, which wijl as an engineering major, is urged
Cheney.
Grommesch and his committee.
gram, which begins at 8 o'clock
consist of each club contributing a to attend the meetings, and a spe- 11. Basketball Game, SU CWC,
The formal initiation, which is this evening in the main auditorEllensburg.
to be held December 18 in the ium of the Home.
box of non-perishable food to be cial welcome is given underclassmen.
given to needy Seattle families.
12. "Magnificats" afternoon meetJunior Ballroom of the Olympic
Miss Venishnick, president of the
Hotel, will be supervised by Jack
ing.
Class presidents and club presisociety, has Mrs. Elizabeth Hani,
dents are requested to see Agnes
14. Gavel Club Meeting:, 7:30, R.
Anderson.
secretary, and Dr. Helen Werby,
McSharry or Jack Pain as soon as
The following students were
118.
adviser for the group, working on
possible.
15. Sodality Meeting,
named as pledges to the service
the committee with her.
Four members of The Spectator honorary:
December15 is the final datefor Wed.-ThUM.-7ri,
Mendel Club Meeting.
Dec. 1-2-3
Seattle
Unirepresent
Attendance at the show is limstaff will
Final Examinations for Fall
John Abel, John Davis, Bryant
16.
Alpha Epsilon Delta, pre-med contributions.
"Canyon
City"
versity Friday and Saturday at the Ducey, James Erickson, Dick Gard- ited, and entrance will be granted honorary, will initiate 18 memThe Sodality general Mass and
Fall Quarter.
Scott Brady
Charles missell
Evergreen Press Conference at ner, Mike Griffin, Joe Harbeok, by the presentation of a ticket or bers Saturday evening at 6 o'clock Communion will be December 8 at
Also
17. Final Examinations for Fall
Bellingham, Dean Corrigan an- Jack Harrington, Clinton Hattreys, invitation only.
Quarter,
at the RooseveltHotel.This willbe 9 a.m. in the Faculty Chapel.
"Fun on a -Week End"
If it can be arranged, Dr. Werby the largest group ever initiated at
Eddie Bracken
Prisciiia Lane
nounced today.
13th Annual Forensic Tourney,
HowardHendry, John Kelly, Jerry
They are Margaret O'Brien, McGlll,Bernie Miller, Jim Schultz, stated, one of the nurses will model one time, said Don Bonnlngton,
Bat-Bun.-Mon.-Tuei. Dec. 4-5- <; 7
Basketball Game, SU-CWCE,
editor; Dave Kneeshaw, news ed- Jack Simpson, George Thornton, her own wedding dress.
Gymnasium.
president.
Notice!
"Arch
of
Triumph"
- Charles Boyer 18. Memorial
itor; Jack Dreaney, features editor, Bert Troupe, Gary White and
13th Annual Forensic Tourney.
Inifild Bergman
Following the initiation a ban- Registration Dates for Winter
Also
and Tom Weiler, sports editor.
Frank Wrasesoer.
quet will be given in honor of the
Quarter,
"Deep
Western Washington College of
to
1948
Waters"
presented
will
pledges
The
be
new members. Father GeraldBeezDana Andrews
Jean Peters
Education is host for this year's the Student Body at the next ASS.J., announces that Dr. F. Seniors: December 1 to 4 inclusive.
er,
exchange of ideas and campus SU meeting to be held December
W.MI.-Thurs.-Kri.
Dec. 8-«-10
Clancy, Seattle urologist, will be Juniors: December 6-7-9-10 inDecember 23 will find many of
publication problems of colleges 10.
"Wallflower"
guest
speaker.
the
clusive.
the
students of Seattle University
"
Joyce Reynolds
and universities in Washington
Hutton
Daniel Reidy, S.J., head A dance will follow the banquet Sophomores: December 11-13-14, Robert
blending their voices in praise of
Father
Also
state.
inclusive.
of the Music Department, an- and all members and their guests
"Tarxan and the Mermaid*" theChrist Child's anniversary. Any
Prof. Howard M. Brier, of the Technicians Slate
nounced
this week that there will are welcome to attend.
Freshmen: December 15-16-17 instudent wishing to partake in this
J. WeiHinullci', Linda Christian
University of Washington, and
Plague
Films
Two
in
opening
be
an
the
Winter
clusive.
QuarYuletide caroling is requested to
Silt.-Sun.-M.-Tu. D»o! 11-12-1:1-14
student editors of Western Washnotify Joe Roller, vice president of
"NAUGHTY MARIETTANew Students: Register any time
Movies concerning tuberculosis ter for an accompanist with the
ington's "Collegian," will discuss
"A Date -with Judy"
double quartet.
from December 1 to December
the Freshman Class.
TICKETS
Jane Powell
Wallace Beery
current trends in college journal- and cancer will be exhibited
to
28.
Father LeMieux has procured
wishing
try
at
Piano
students
for
evening,
2,
December
Also
report
Thursday
host
will
ism. The
editors
AVAILABLE NOW
All Students: May register from
arrangethe services of Mr. Ottman, who
Ace"
"Mr.
on the national college press con- 7:45, in the Liberal Arts Building. this position should make
TREASURER'S OFFICE
Otorgre Raft
Sylvia Sydney
December 18 to December 28.
will leadthe carolers. Group pracArrangements for the movies ments with the music office for an
ference they attended recently at
3,
1949January
ClassesCommence:
tice will commenceDecember 10.
made
by
have been
Lambda Tau. audition.
Columbus, Ohio.

"

"

"

"

All Reserved Tickets
Hiyus Brave
—

Weather Rain,
Snow, or Sunshine

Still Available

Annual Christmas
Party Scheduled
At K. of C. Dec. 17

Medical Mixup
Friday,Dec. 3rd

In theFuture

Philosophy Club

...

Elects Officers

Scots To Receive

Big Fashion
Show Tonite

Activity Schedule

Engineer Students
Select Joe Recchi

As Club President

-

Sodality News

Nineteen Pledges
Selected by IKs

-

Spectator Editors
Accept Bids To
Press Conference

Pre-Medics Take
Record Class of
Pledges Saturday

-

Broadway Theater
-

-

Music Scholarship
Offered Students

-

Caroling in Offing

THE SPECTATOR
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.
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"ASSU Neurotic,"

Says Psychiatrist
By

Wednesday, December 1, 1948

Need We Say More

Important Historical
Fragment Discovered

GENE MALONEY

Seattle University recently had
the honor of receiving a visit from
Margaret O'Brien
Editor
the emminent psychiatrist, Dr.
Caesar Phobia.
Faculty Moderator....Rev. Owen McCusker, S.J.
The learned doctor made an exJournalism Adviser
tensive investigation of the stuLeland Hannum
body and has reported to the
Bill Silver, Bill dent
1,(11101 liU Sfnff
Feature Writers
Krlitoliil
Oiair
cullen. Teresa McKbb, Mary Lrtjuise Spectator his findings on the most
McKee,Agnes Kemmes, Pat O'MalNews Editor
David Kneeshaw
ley. Don Peck, John Blewitt, Agnes predominant phranias that he disMcSharry, Charles Mitchell.
AWSSU Editors.Bettianne Lonersan
covered.
Virginia Massart sports Reporters I*o Handley, Don
Dr. Phobia began his study in
Carlln, Bob Jepson, Ron Kokesh,
Sports Editor
Tom Wetler
Pa
the Chieftain. There, he stated,
"»" Edi "»J k D
m Towey he found a number of male stu"
Gerry Connors.
News Reporters
t«
a* r*
dents suffering from tiltaphrania,
Jacquelyn Desimone.
Maryanne
HllSmeSK Otatl
Zigan, Ray (lantz, Sylvia Croce.
of the fear that pin-ball
Peterson,
Glnny Florendo, Business Manager..Richard Gardner
Yvonne
Alary Alice Coughlan, Normadean Advertising Mgr
Larry Mahoney will explode unless they are conVirginia
H-owell. Barbara Ray, Fred Cor- Ass't Adv. Mgr
Ridder
dova, Rita Wright, Madeleine Circulation Mgr
Pauline Dorgan stantly fed with nickels.
Binpt. Marie Ultrh, Pat Lowney.
Exchange Editor..Barbara Kllngele
In the Cave the doctor said that
Photography by Jon Arnt
he found many unfortunate individuals suffering from a strange
phrania that has not as yet been
named. "Such persons," he ex-

—

-—

We are forced to dispense with the regular opinion column
that usually appears in this space in order that we may
print some extracts from an extraordinary document that
has just come to light. The new find is believed to be a part
of the diary of Captain Lemuel Gulliver,renowed 18th century

—

explorer,which has been found in
a dusty volume discovered yester- my return from the country.
day deep in the school library
We entereda majestic hallcalled
stacks.
the "gymm" and Iviewed with
The library has been authorized gratification the seats which were
to turn over the slim, yellowing rapidly being occupied. During the
book to the SPECTATOR so that a brief meeting my hopes were
few excerpts which escaped Dean dashed to the ground as the citizens
Swift's compilation of the diary in turned as if by custom from the
1726 could now be published.
gestriculating orators on the platWhat follows is from the unpub- form, and commenced devouring
lished "Voyage to Seattilew".
small repasts carried in paper containers! Conversational topics of
Chapter II
(Wherein the author accompa- the day were discussed in full.
When the signal to adjourn the
nies Sundry of the Subjects of
meeting was made, the citizens rose
excursion;
Seattilew onan
wherein
he also attends a Political meeting as a body, promptly erased from
theirminds of what had just taken
of zealous Seattilew Patriots.)
place,
and proceeded to file from
Upon the occasion of my un"gymm" in confused manner.
the
avoidabledetention in the country,
As each reached the door a
Iwas asked to go out with a party
brightly liveried attendant handed
of the inhabitants to enjoy a pecucontaining, as I
liar form of sport which involves him a small box
subsequently discovered, a score of
attaching four curving sections of
in
planking to the four extremities the little tubes so much evidence
at Mt. Bakle.
and thereby enabling one to glide I
later was informed that these
with facility over the summer
are nearly universally employed in
snows whichcover the terrainfrom
that country as an inducement to
May to April.

—

jXISST:^.. '.To

machines^

"Immaculate Conception?"
Why, Catholics Honor It?
On Wednesday, December 8, Catholics all over the

world will assemble to publicly honor Mary, the Blessed
Virgin, in commemoration of her conception without
stain of mortal sin upon her marvelously pure soul.
Because of her great merit, we as Catholics should
not only on that day, but ever, seek her spiritual aid
to keep us free and strong against the perilous dangers
of sin.
It was only in 1854 that Pope Pius IX declared the
"Immaculate Conception," an official dogma of the
Church in his "Ineffablis Deus." Because of the tremendous significance, the Church has set this day aside
for special honors to Mary, the greatest of which we
can share in
the Holy Mass.

...

Sound Off

plained, "have the delusion that
the posterior portionof their cloth*
ing has been torn and, to conceal
this defect, they sit for hours in
the booths."
After visiting severalclasses, Dr.
Phobia told us that he observed
some students who displayed pronounced symptoms of skiphrania,
or the fear of attending class more
than four times a week, because
they think the blackboards will
snap at them on the fifth day.
Dr. Phobia also attended a student-body meeting. Afterwards, he
made the astonishing report that
over 90 per cent of the students
would not enter the gymnasium for
fear that the floor would turn to

quicksand.
In summation, the doctor re-

The head is turned toward the
crest of the hill to lessen the impact of extremely, frequent collisions.
Emotionalstrain is alleviated by
the nearly universalpractice of inserting small lighted tubes filled
with dried leaves into the mouth.'
In some areas, notably near Mt.
Bakle, a popular resort, enthusiasts

COEDS COLUMN

attend civic functions.
The box given me still reposes
in my wife's curio cabinet as a
souvenir of the great patriots of
Seattilew.

..

marked that in many of the schools
he had been to, he had found a few
By TESSIE
teachers who were suffering from
We Like: to see so many stuAs your reporters darted here and theer on the campus we
alphaphrania, or the fear of the
dents enjoying the Scots dances;
"A".
Unfortunately,
letter
the doc- noticed: Elizabeth Melgarde in a glenplaid suit that brought cache their four boards in small to think
about the excitementand
tor's time was so limited that he forth envious comments from the rest of the lounge (ladies', sheds and retire to large enclosed mad rush of Christmas shopping;
investigate
was unable to
further.
to more thoroughly savor Pauline Dorgan, Terry Cain and
that is). Lois Anderson's trip home over the vacation pro- rooms
the fumes of the odd tubular ob- Marybeth Moreland, who send out
vided her with a Burgundy sweater that goes nicely with the jects.
the Spectator to other schools in
plaid skirt that was also part of
On the particular occasion Ire- the nation.
the homecoming.
The Sodality and the Sociologists are uniting forces in
mon thing among the Irish, and late, the accidental exhaustion of
We Hope: you are planning to
Meandering over to the Cave, we Mary Pat Ryan and MickieMcKee the supply of these tubes caused back our
By TERRY McKEE
preparation for the annual Christmas Party. Guests will be
basketball team by atsaw Trudy Van Dustin in a blue are no exceptions; to be specific, a great and indignant consterna- tending the games; more students
girls from Sacred Heart Orphanage.
"Joan of Arc" comes to Seattle sweater and striped skirt that was have you noticed their green coats.
A party requires lots of help to be successful when it is in the early part of '49, direct from not overlooked by an admiring Marilyn Mullins provided a di- tion among the populace. The more will attend the next ASSU meetcitizens became in- ing; you derived many spiritual
given, as plans for this party promise. This is a wonderful the New York stage and starring throng. Pat Gemmill, in a fly-front rect contrast in her yellow sweater contentinus
volved in skirmishes over half- helps from the retreat to lighten
poropportunity for you who are busy other times of the year to Ingrid Bergman in a vivid
gray skirt was drinking the ever- and royal blue skirt, while Ellen burnt remnants. Rarely at home in your burdens through
the year.
trayal of the Maid of Orleans. This lasting
cup of coffee while Alice O'JKeefe sticks to the more conserv- England have I
cause,
which
worthwitnessed such vecontribute time and effort for a
is both
We
Salute:
those
students
who
story
is su- McDevitt
historical, widely read
came whirling in with ative colors of a beige sweater and hement emotions!
produced the "Catholic Action
while and retroactive.
perbly directed and photographed. just
a little of her brown tweed brown plaid skirt. Mary Margaret
It was thus with high hopes of
To contribute to the happiness of others is amost unselfish
We don't want to go overboard, skirt showing beneath that while Matthews, dressed in a grey full beholding passionate patriotism Bulletin"; Fathers Suver, Toner
and Grady, who conducted the regesture;to contribute to your own character is most satisfy- but we hope that everyone sees uniform that is so prevalent on the skirt, was accompanied to theCave that Iaccepted
of treats; those student nurses who
the
invitation
ing. Take your pick of reasons, but remember YOU can help! this show!
campus between.J and 3 every by Theresa, Ann Mexers, whs wore my guide -to attend a meeting of attend the ASSU meetings.
Tuesday and Thursday.
a straight plaid skirt.
citizens to discuss certain matters We Wonder: if you have noted
December 3 brings to Seattle Corduroy jackets are still con- Dashing past them
Gerry of grave national importance upon the Lambda Tau mixer date? If
was
University gym the first basketball spicuous
about the campus. Not Hurley in a soft blue sweater that
anyone reads this column? If you
game of the season,and in the line- only
To Them the Spectator Is
boys but quite a few girls was noticeable under her tweed from her booth in a brown tweed know that final examinations are
the
up there are such "kings of the are sporting
these jackets which coat. Jeannette Roark In a kelly suit.
This issue of the Spectator is sincerely dedicated to those court" as Norm Willis, Dave Blakless than three weeks away?
come
in
several
colors.
green dressed walked by with Ann
It is too hard to enumerate the
bravely
tenaciously
and
We Thank: The University of
students of Seattle University who
ley, Elmer Speidel, Earl Spangler,
The latest thing in footwear this Brenner in the ever fashionable many different costumes on the Washington Daily for the very fine
claim apathy as one of their virtues. We cannot thank them Bob Hedequist, Hal Rose and winter is being sported by Jackie skirt and sweater whilePeg Lesser campus and
so a word to the wise: article on "SU's Golden Jubilee";
enough for their splendid lack of cooperation nor their earnest Romie Harming. These are all re- Maher, a whiteplaster cast that is. sat quietly by in her maroon suit, Get a plaid or
tweedskirt and you those reporters who know what a
turning lettermen who are well Showing
non-participation in student government and functions.
their nationality is acom- and Marylee Kelly also watched too will be in the news.
deadline means.
for some brilliant
remembered
In the future we look to them for the collapse of the ASSU. playing last year and who are sure
We hope that they are even now congratulating themselves to be even better this year. This
game will introduce to the student
for a job well done!
body some newcomers such as
Spud Janecke, Dick Coover, John
Novel, Reverently
A
Sollars, Bob Maclver, Len Chase
to Apathy's
of
and Tony Mladineo, a graduate
In the year ,0002, B.S.U. ways does), and, eventually, they haven't guessed, was born the first to the class with a casual but
last year's jayvees.
husky laugh.
Allhumans respond to applause, (Before Seattle University) discovered that the momentum Student Body meeting.
Right Outta Psych. I
so show up at the game and cheer two paleolithic men were their school had gained necessi"Where were you last night?" he
tated
more
teachers.
Since
Gorge
Now,
all
of
these
took
queried.
those who represent our school.
events
grouped around a more primi- and Hairy had instigated
the idea, place because the mutual admira- The class merely, wrapped their
tive version of the Westing- they became automatically the tion was such thata separation was sheepskins
December 8 and 9 are the dates
closer about them and
Once upon a time there was a since it was the first time in years for the Seattle University Opera house range, gingerly beating their Deans of the school. Hairy, because too painful to endure.
settled deeper into their rocks.
Gorge and Hairy were happy;
School of Sardines who lived over that ALL the Sardines had both- Guild's production "Naughty Mari- snaggle toothed mates over the he had greater facility of presentaIt was a care-worn, dejected
the district of Broadway and ered to attend a School meeting. etta". With a star-studded cast head with poor, but honest, ances- tion, was the morerespected, (he'd the students were happy, and life Gorge and Hairy who wandered
been East, you see), but Gorge was was real. Stalking this real, happy home that evening. Their dream
Union, approximately where Vets' They swam around and talked headed by June Preston and Bill tors.
In the midst of this domestic right up there in the hearts of his scene, though, was (you've guessed was ended, their hopes shattered.
Hall is now. (There was water (some of them hadn't seen each Kirby. Old students and pupils
it) tragedy.
Something Else watched them
there then warm water.) It was other for ages) and had a fine time, know that theGuild always puts on scene, one of the fellows turned to scholars.
It Says Here
One day, Hairy and Gorge went come in. Realizing their grief was
a fairly large school and it wasn't until they became impatient for a good show, so put that knowl- the other and said: "Gorge, you
aren't taking an objective view of Every day, Gorge and Hairy to the meeting and sat down to bigger than all of them, she simedge to use and we'll see ya!
bothered very much by its enemies the meeting to start.
"Where are the Ih-Kees and the
To the newcomers: You'll just your work." Gorge, whose mind would talk about their new-found await the arrival of their group. ply tugged in the evening copy of
since, all together, the Sardines
was open enough to admit suffi- success and marvel over the inter- They were chatting gleefully, the Boulder City Slate (the BIG
were more than a match for any fin-dancer?" they gurgled. "What have to go and see for yourself.
cient wind to completely dry Se- est of all their scholars. The schol- sharpening an old sun dial they newspaper) and left it by Hairy's
big fish who might try to eat them. could possibly have happened to
The traditional and.most antici- attle after a rain, paused in his ars, in turn, would marvel over weren't supposed to have found most comfortable stone-rocker.
They weren't even afraid of Apa- them?"
They were very puzzled because pated dance of the year Home- amorous activity and deftly tossed their teachers. So everything was yet, when they noticed the time. By such a commonplace did
thysius, the awful Tiger-Shark
—
who had seventy-six rows of teeth, Apathysius was the only fish who coming will be held January 27. his wife over his leftshoulder. "By grand.
It was well past the appointedhour Hairy and Gorge discover the cause
and who would catch any Sardine would have eaten a Sardine and This is the function that both stu- Gorge, you're right, Hairy!" he
Because everyoneliked everyone for the meeting and no one had of their crisis, for in small print on
almost to the point of nausea, they arrived!
who should happen to wander off he was their friend.
dents and alumni await.Let's get shouted.
the back of the third slate-sheet
At that moment, Apathysius behind the Homecoming commitWell, Gorge and Hairy did a lot hated to leave the little red cave
Gorge and Hairy, to whom life was a small item. It read:
from the safety of the school.
However, after a while the Sar- swam up (he had been going to tees. After all, this is YOUR of talking over this idea. Gorge where school was held. This in- had been so kind, looked at each
Mary and John Adschead, students of
Gorge and Hairy, proudly announce the
knew that there was some truth to convenience Gorge and Hairy be- other askance. They dashed out of
dines noticed that Apathysius their meetings for some time) and school and this is YOUR dance.
birth of a new little stone-cutter. His
what Hairy had said, and because cause they had decided at the start the cave (the little red cave) and name will be hewn on the front of their
seemed to be leaving them alone. they asked him if he had seen the
cave tomorrow. He will be called
and
the
he
Apawere
distrustful
and
Ih-Kees
fin-dancer.
has
some
valued Hairy's opinion, he of their academy to hold meetings started searching for their tardy, "Apathy"!
first,
they
At
This week's calendar
stillstayed together for protection, thysius merely burped in reply, exciting highlights slated! The sought further advice.
in the mornings. They didn't like likeable friends.
Gorge and Hairy have long since
"Siwash College" Founded
but later on they began to lose and suddenly the Sardines realized "Medical Mixup" promises dancafternoon hours and each of them, They searched and searched, but been lost to the world. In fact,
interest in the School. Finally, it what a bunch of poor fish they ing, entertainment and refresh- Of a morning, the two friends in his'own primitive way, tried to found no one. They shouted, they nothing remains of their great adgot so bad that hardly any fish were for by ignoring the danger ments. The dance is open to all would meet and Hairy would show get out of that school as soon as roared, they called the stone- venture to remind posterity of its
came to the School any more un- of Apathysius they had been members of the ASSU, so let's Gorge the many subjective errors class ended.
cutter, who carved out the local debts to them. Nothing, that is,
less they had to, or unless the par- tricked into believing he wasn't an chalk it up for Friday, December 3, of his objectionable way. Thus, However, Gorge liked Hairy and news (Hearst, Ithink they called except their Nemesis, Apathy. And
in the primitive light of a primitive they both (as we said) liked their him), but Hearst had nothing to he's a big boy now.
ticular club they belonged to was enemy at all. But, from the begin- AFTER the game.
holding a meeting in the School ning, Apathysius had been waiting
sun, by a primitive mountain, was students. So one day as Hairy say about the disappearance.FinThus, in a few short years, were
and his mate were side-saddling ally, they both crawledhome, feel- created School, School Meetings
Water. They evencame to regard until he could weaken their numWe have just been notified that born the first school.
Apathysius as not such a bad fish bers and then eat the rest all at Vet's Hall is sponsoring an allOh, these two friends were shy their dinosaurs to the local Snake ing, of course, alone and unwanted. and Apathy.
after all and they soon allowed once.
school mixer on December 17. The about their success and when, in Pit, Harry mentionedthis problem
Came the Dawn
As wehave seen, the School and
the Tiger-Shark to swim in their
We can imagine how great was plan of having the dances follow later years the membership in their to her. His wife( we can't just call The next day dawned cold and Meetings were created by Gorge
School as an honorary member. his success by the fact that there the games is a new, but good, idea. Lyceum increased to thirteen, they her anything, so we'll call her clear. (If Gorge and Hairy had and Hairy, but to nasty, lethargic
Well, one time the School held are hardly three hundred live Sarwould pause in their work and something else) Something Else read any novels they would have students like ourselves, goes the
a meeting sponsored by a certain dines left between Broadway and
Judges and chairmen are urgent- squint happily at each other.
thought this over and, side-saddl- known that THAT was ominous). dubious honor of originating
club (it is believed that the name Union to this day.
The two became, through the ing over to Hairy, suggested that Hairy was standing in the hallput- Apathy.
ly needed for the Gavel Club's
of this club was "The Ih-Kees")
MORAL: It is better to stay 13th annual Forensic Tourna- years, fast friends. In fact, the once a month Hairy and Gorge ting his lunch into his deep freeze The logical conclusion is, thereand at this meeting one of the close together in your school than ment. Those students who are able women of the village, who stood hold meetings at which they could locker when Gorge passed and fore, that we would be wary of
greatest fin-dancers in the world it is to be eaten by a Tiger- Shark to contribute freely of their time moreor less in awe of their mates, see their students enjoy a little smilingly reassured him that all becoming
half apathetic. We
was scheduled to perform. Natu- named Apathysius; and, though on either Friday afternoon or all were oftenheard to remark, one to social hair-pulling, and generally was well.
would, evidently, skip ALL the
rally, every Sardine of the School Clare BoothLuce isn't a fin-dancer, day Saturday, or both days, are re- the other: "Gorge and Hairy are satisfy theirconversationaldesires.
Gorge went to class and term- student body meetings andbe sure.
came to the meeting to see the fin- she seems to be the only one who quested to contact Bob Larsen im- certainly fast friends, aren't they?" Hairy and his dinosaur literally inated his lecture a few minutes
(This is the first of a series of
dancer, and it was quite an affair can pack the gym.
mediately.
Their fame spread (as fame al- leaped at the idea and thus, if you before the usual time. He turned an article.)

Off the Record

Sodality and Soc. Club

To Unite Forces Soon

"COMING SOON'
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CHIEFS' SEASON STARTS FRIDAY
S.U. CHIEFTAINS VARSITY SQUAD

"On the Warpath"

S. U. Plays Host to
W.W.C.E. Vikings
In Season Opener

Ey WEILER and PAIN
Usually when a new column appears the readers start
looking for something new in the way of words. But to the
writers there's nothing new under the sun, only the way the
copy is hashed over.

Comes Friday night at the Memorial Gym, and Mentor
Al Brightman will unveil his first Chieftain casaba squad.
The Western Washington Vik ngs, from up Bellingham way,
of fifteen warriors,
will be test number one for

Around S.U. it's the same old story, the lack of spirit. Every
student, from the players who play their hearts out to the few loyal
rooters who yell 'til their throats are sore, notice it. Besides being an
educational institution there should be something more. It can't be
measured with an engineer's slide or an Economics student's graph.
The lump in the throat that accompanies the singing of the alma
mater won't be counted in the win and lost column. The heads held
high and the quickened step that follows the counting of the final
victorious points won'tbe added in with the total gate receipts. It can't
be seen or heard, but it can be felt, and it's like money in the bank.
You're the student and it's up to you!

Corkers, Schmoos
Share Top Spot in

One "Royal Brougham for President" button and two tickets to
last year's Rose Bowl game to the first individual who
" mentally inserts
"Hunger" for the last word in the above phrase.

Prep-ODea Game Not Forgotten

The Pep Club Needs You

Not with a look like Uncle Sam gives the boys on the Naval recruiting poster, but with a simple appeal, Ray Gantz, organizer of the
Seattle University Pep Club, has been asking your cooperation. AS yet
the response has been weak. Scan the opening paragraphs of this
column again. Surely you can see the need of snappier pep assemblies,
half-time stunts, and better organized cheering. Plan to attend the next
meeting and put these ideas into operation.

SMOKE SIGNALS

Like the mail carriers, the local intramural gridders haven't let
the recent rain, hail and sleet stop them; not one of the games has been
The "Spec" will publish a 1948 All-Star team honoring
cancelled.
For
these muddy warriors upon completion of the full schedule.
those accounting students and wolves who like to compare figures, the
U. of W. Huskies play two Chieftain opponents in the near future.
Our neighbors test U.B.C. Saturday in Vancouver and the Western
The
Washington Vikings at the Pavilion the 10th of December.
fastNorthwest A.A.U. League has scheduled doubleheaders for Monday
Our own Chieftain
and Thursday nights in Memorial Gymnasium.
Frosh, known as the Papooses, see their firstNorthwest League action
tomorrow night at 7:30 against the American-Italian Club. Loss of
three key players, Bobby Gravelle (leginjury), Joe Bourdeau (studies)
and Lucius Mitchell (dropped school) has Coach Fenton reaching for
the "crying towel". However, sophomore varsity reserves iltfi Whlftaker and Al Kidd, plus Frank Ahem, an ineligible transfer from
WSC, will be on hand to help the greenies in A.A.U. competition.
Those mystified by the boxing article appearing in the last issue
Looks like no
express their curiosity and ideas to Father Logan.
Maybe we can get the IK pledges
Pep Band for Friday night.
to wrap their combs with kleenex and beat out the alma mater.

...

...

...

...

Here's that Seattle University basketball squad which makes its 1948-1949 season debut in Seattle
next Friday night, playing: the Western Washington College of Education quintet from Bellingham.
Standing, in back row are (left to right) Earl Spangler, Dave Bfakley, Romie Manning, Harold Rose,
Ken Chase, Tony Mladineo, John Sollars; kneeling in front row (left to right) are Bob Hedequist,
Elmer Speidel, Don "Spud" Janicke, Norm Willis, Don Williams, Jim Hermsen, Bob Mclver, Dick
Coover, Manager Dick Coe and Coach Al Brightman. The Chiefs will play the Bellingham quint in
Memorial Gymnasium on the lower campus.

Beasley Says

...

...

FROSH SCHEDULE
Dec. 2
Dec. 7

Seattle U will make its bow Dec. 9
into intercollegiate competi- Dec. 16
tion Friday evening. There is Dec. 18
something novel and exhilirat- Dec. 20
Dec. 22
ing about the whole affair

—

the Chieftains taking the floor to Dec. 27
represent the university named in Dec.29

American-Italian Club

7:30
6:15
7:30
7:30

S.U.

8:00

Bremerton

7:3.0

S.U.
Renton
S.U.
S.U.

8:00
7:30

S.U.
S.U.

Pacific Lutheran
Pacific Trailways

S.U.

Elks Club
Olympic Jr. College
Buchan's Bakery
Renton A. & B.
Pacific Trailways

Olympic Jr. College
6:15
Pacific Lutheran
Jan. 3
6:15
7:30
Renton
Jewell'sDetective
Jan. 5
The referee's whistle on Friday Jan. 10
Alpine Dairy
7:00
S.U.
night will send the boys off on
Jan.13
7:30
S.U.
American-ItalianClub
their very first campaign with nary
14
6:15
S.U.
SeattlePacific College
Jan.
a defeat to smirch the record of Jan.
College of Pacific
6:15
S.U.
18
Seattle U. True, the personnel of
Club
Renton
Elks
Jan.19
7:30
the team is not greatly changed
Everett Jr. College
Jan.
22
8:00
Everett
from last year.However, we have
27
7:30
S.U.
Buchan's Bakery
good reason to believe that the Jan.
Alpine Dairy
Jan.
S.U.
31
8:15
members of the squad are menCollege of Puget Sound
1
6:15
Tacoma
Feb.
tally and physically ready to give
Renton A. & B.
7:30 *"
S.U.
Feb. 3
a better account of themselves. We
8:15
S.U.
Jewell's Detective
Feb.10
are convinced that whenthe ChiefGarriganGym Seattle Pacific College Frosh
6:30
Feb.19
tains take to the warpath this sea6:15
S.U.
Everett Junior College
Feb.25
son there will be a good deal of fur
flying in all directions. Condition,
Ditto for the ereelng than the officials. Heckling
confidence and courage allunder practiced to master.
epitomized the baseball umpire has long been
This
might
students.
be
Brightof
Coach
the wisedirection
— sportsmanship.
the
We considered as almost an integral
in
word
man —is a combination which
part of the national pastime. But it
promises a real fight to all oppo- would like our gym to be known as
spethe
home
who
is a serious mistake to carry this
good
sports
of
nents.
fair
attitude over to basketball. Unforplay.
cialize
in
Your'
M
anners
Mind
tunately, that is the trend.
through
It is also a very special new This aim can be defeated
beginning for the SU rooters.From the efforts of Chieftain followers It is definitely small-town stuff.
A fan who knows the game
the membersof the team we expect who know more about basketball
refthan
the
long
coach;
have
more
about
they
(Continuedon Page Four)
the certain skills which
honor of Chief Seattle.

...

. ..

—

...

Papooses Ready For
Opener
N. W. Leagueinauguration

of
Thursday night at 7 :30 will see the
Papooses
meeting
the
with
season,
the
Frosh basketball
League
tussle.
their
first
Northwest
in
Italian-American Club
The opposition is tutored by Henry Bendele, Ballard High's

feature of their club is a 6-ft.6-in.
center, named Andy Anderson, an
ex-U.W. star. All in all, they
should give our boys quite a fight.
On the other hand, even though
rated as underdogs, our boys boast
a plenty-nice squad which has as

ATTENTION!
CRITICS!!

The Sports Department
of the SPECTATOR staff is
making an earnest attempt
to solicit criticism of the
tentative starters: BillHiglin, Jim material on this page and
Wliittaker, Bill Cheshier, Frank
the way it is presented. We
Ahem, and Johnny Blewitt.
feel
that nothing can be
Also on hand to give added
improved without the
Till,
really
Jack Sestrength will beBob
christ, Clint Mailer, Richie Lee, comments of those really
Homer Bishop, Al Kidd, Ed Jorqualified. And hereis where
genson, Bill Holmes, Jack Harringyou, the reader, fits in. We
ton, Bob Felser, and Boyce Clark.
want criticism! Lots of it
According to BillFenton, this as

well as other Northwest League
games, promises to be very tough
and will give us an underdog rating to our lack of experiencedmen.
But it is hoped that such games
will improve our boys greatly by
giving them the needed experience. We know they're gonna be
out to win every o»e of those games
and who knows, we might even
gain a couple of big upsets along
with that experience.
League play will be every Monday and Thursday nights with
double-headers on the schedule.
Admission is 60c for adults; 35c
for high school and college students.
Patronize Our Advertisers

HILL TOP
BARBER SHOP
1018 Madison

MAln 8718

— constructive, destructive,

and complimentary (if
any).
In order to create an incentive for you we are inaugurating a contest. Each
week we will award a prize
for the best letter written
to the sports staff and, if
room permits, we will print
the letter also. The prize
will be a carton of cigarettes (you name the brand)
Thecontest is open to any
student, no holds barred.
Please address your comments, compliments, and
criticisms to Sports Editor
and leave the letters in the
Spec office. Letters are not
limited in words but please
refrain' from the use of

SMOKE —

...

it's
Camels for 30 days
revealing and it's fun to learn

the Corkers, 6-0.

The fourth-place 99'ers won a
1-0 forfeit from the Morticiansbut
were dumped, 37-0, by the Odd
Balls and 26-6.by the Sinn Feiners.
Piloted by Lloyd Reed, the Sinn
Feiners got their only win from
the 99'ers and two losses from Odd
Balls, 20-13, and Smhoos, 1-0.
Thrashed by the Corkers, 36-6,
by the Vets, 30-12, and forfeiting
to the 99'ers, 1-0, the McHugh
Morticians still have an unshakable clutch on the cellar door-step.

cool, cool mildness. Let YOUR
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Try Camels and test them as you smoke them. If,at any time,
you are not convinced that Camels are the mildest cigarette
you ever smoked, return the package with the unused Camels
and we will refund its full purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed) K. J. Reynolds I'obacco Company, Winston-Salem,

North Carolina.
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2470 examinations)andreported

expertly blended.
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In a recent national test,
hundreds of men and women

.

strong language.

d. It'll be Norm Willis and
Elmer Speidel at guards, Bob
Hedequist and "Spud" Janicke at
League
forwards, and rangy Earl "Crazy
Legs"
Spangler at the center poand
Shmoos
The Corkers
the
are
sharing first place in the intra- sition. This quintet is made up of
mural football standing today, as four lettermen who weathered the
the second round-robin moves to- last campaign together. Speedy
"Spud," the fifth member, is a
ward completion.
transfer from Montana State JunSparked by JimBerardand Jack ior College.
Anderson, the Corkers battled the
Among the reserves crowding
Vets' Hall gridmen in the playfleld the SU bench on the east side of
mud to a close 6-0 decision in the the maple will be stripe-winners
last game before the retreat exer- Dave Blakley, Jim Hermsen, Rocises, giving them three wins and mie Harming and Hal Rose. Newno losses, and an option on first comers Don Williams, Bob Mclver,
place.
Ken Chase, John Sollars, and Dick
The Shmoos, who were third- Coover will also be on hand for
placers in the first round-robin, action in this, the opening tilt of
the 1948 season. Sophomore Bob
Hedequist, starting forward, will
be acting captain.
FINAL STANDINGS
Latest news from the local camp
L
W
Team—
rumors
the Chiefs are planning a
0
3
Corkers
man-to-man defense.
non-shifting
0
3
Shmoos
Offensive tactics will be varied, as
1
Odd Balls
3
30th the five-man roll and single2
1
Vets Hall
sivot systems will be put into oper2
1
99ers
Expected to work the backation.
1
3
Sinn Feiners
joards from all angles are tall men
3
McHugh Morticians .. 0
Dave Blakley, Earl Spangler, Hal
Rose, and Bob Hedequist. The
have played inspired ball thishalf average height of this quartet is
to thump the Vets, 19-18, Odd 64". In the scoring department,
Balls 13-7, and took a forfeit from look for Willis and Spangler to be
the Sinn Feiners, 1-0.
among the leaders again this year.
Publicity releases from the BelIn second place, the Odd Balls
were handed their first defeat of lingham institution havebeen lean,
the season by the Shmoos, 13-7. so the Vikings will appear practiThey beat the Sinn Feiners, 20-13, cally as an unknown quantity.
and the 99'ers by a resounding 37-0. However it is apparent that high
The Vets' Hall team, who held point man Jerry Starr, among a
second place in the first half of group of other veterans, will be
the schedule, beat the McHugh out to spoil the season's opener
Morticians, 30-12, but were de^ for the Chieftain followers.
feated by the Shmoos, 19-18, and

Make tie Oame/30-Pay 7esL-rKD\n~

coach, and includes many of his

ex-high school ball players who
are no doubt fairly familiar with
his style of play. Another big

er seven weeks of intensive
ice, five starters have been

Intramural

Strictly from Pain

Istillhear Prep andODea grads hashing over the recent Armistice
Day clash. To the non-partisan fan, such as myself, the game was far
from dull. The Irish with their screen pass and the Panther's gameclinching execution of the statue of liberty play caused me to jump
to my feet and spill popcorn along with 3000 other spectators— BUT
,the game was spoiled for me when Spike Schrette of ODea kicked to
the Panthers with only a minute remaining in the contest. True, the
Irish were deep in their own territory, but what could they lose?
Already they were trailing by six points. Remind me not to wear green
on St. Patrick's Day.

Kroup

pleasure,

too! And when

three leading independent research organiza*
lions ■"ked 13,597 doctors what cigarette they
smoked, the brand named most was Camell
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"MISTLETOEMINGLE SCHEDULED
DEC. 17 AT ENCORE BALLROOM
CHRISTMAS THEME TO PREVAIL
The second annual "Mistletoe
Mingle", an all-school mixer, will
be held Friday, December 17, at
the Encore Ballroom.
Sponsored by the residents of

Vet's Hall, co-chairmen for the

event are Pat Wilson and George
Thornton. Assisting them on committees are Frank Perri, Dick
Riefemrath, orchestra; Bert Trupp,
Steve Tuohy, Jack Dreaney, publicity; Jim Ryan, Lou Flynn, Walt
Webster, entertainment; Jerry McMahon, Jim Moss, refreshments.
The mixer will commence immediately following the basketball
game in Memorial Gymnasium.

Clare Booth Luce
CharmsSU withHer
Winning Personality
In a special interview in the
President's office, the Spectator
representative, David Kneeshaw,
was able to question Mrs. Clare
Booth Luce on topics familiar to
her public life. The following is a
review of what was said by the
prominent Republican ex Con-

-

gresswoman.
In her recent travels around the
nation, Mrs. Luce was able to observe the veterans who, she thinks,
make the best students. "To narrow this group down, you will find
it is the married students who are
highest in the group. Don't get
marriedmerely because your grade
point isn't satisfactory," she added.
As to women's place in politics,
Mendel
Club
BanThe annual
quet, honoring new members, was Mrs. Luce advised,"Girls, don't go
held last evening in the Sunset into politics. Period. A happy life

Mendel Club Hold
Initiation,Banquet
Room of the Gowman Hotel. Each
member was permitted to bring a
guest.

The initiation, which preceded

the banquet, was

undergone by

pre-meds, laboratory technicians
and nurses enrolledat Seattle Uni-

It has been a custom of
the Mendel Club to enforce rules
of initiation before the pin of memversity.

bership is awarded, and Monday's
demonstration was an unique ex-

ample of the "rites" pledges must

face with bravery.
Tim Ham, president of the Mendelians, announced that regular
meetings will be held on the Ist
and 3rd Wednesdays of every
month. Arrangements are now being made for a program of guest
speakers.

Guest lecturer at the last meetwas Dr. Roger Anderson,
Senior Consultant in Orthopedics

ing

at the University of Washington
and Chief of Staff at King County
Hospital. Also present was his assistant, Dr. Spregly.

Pep Band "Leader"
Needed for Games
The Seattle University Pep Club
elected officers and appointed entertainment committees at its most
recent meeting, held Monday evening.

The main project of the Pep Club
at present is the organization of a
pep band, which is in need of a
leader. Any student interested in
assuming the position is requested
to contact Ray Gantz.
Other students,'who play musical
instruments, are urged to register
their names and instruments on
the list which is located on the
BulletinBoard in the LA Building.
Mr. Gantz, who organized the
club this year, stated "Let's get
that band to push our team on to
victory!"

SENIORS

CHRISTMAS CARDS
A Wonderful

y

Re

Secular

l&is>jbj^^"
mill

Illi
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The Kaufer Co.

\>.

Catholic Supply
HouseSon < <l>-

Terry Avenue
GOWN SHOP

ADVISORY BOARD
MEETING
The meeting was called to order
on Nov.17
at 12:10 in room 323. The minutes
of the last meeting weresuspended.
Mr. Chairman turned the floor
over to Sodality Prefect JohnColasurdo who asked for money to purchase religious pamphlets for the
Retreat. Jack Codd moved that we
allot two hundred and fifty dollars
to the Sodality for the pamphlets
under the condition that the money
will be paid back through collections and donations by students attending the Retreat. The motion
was seconded and passed.
GeriKennardand Al Flynn were
appointed to formulate a letter
urging student participation in
school activities.
Lois Murphy was appointed to
investigate other student body governments and, with John Spellman,
to revamp the S. U. Constitution.
In conformity, with the Constitution, Jim Hughes was appointed
temporary Sergeant-at-Arms until
Winter Quarter.

by Chairman Jim Reilly

(Continued

work, both in his native Germany

and here in our own city. He has
organized the musical part of two
Seattle Civic Opera presentations
and has also worked on concerts
given by the Youth Symphony.

"Coastal Traffic Less,"
Says Winston Jones to
Transportation Class

S.J., president; Rosemary Barrett,

AWSSU president, and Raymond
O'Leary, ASSU president. At the
conclusion of her address, Mrs.
Luce was presented with a lovely
bouquet of American Beauty Roses.

ATTENTION!
Camera Club Meeting
Thursday, 7:30 P.M.

QUALITY PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS

HILL TOP
BEAUTY SHOP
1018 Madison

4Mam —%

A

Ice Cream
RICH SHAKES

526

15th

-

N.

shaw, business manager; and
Ronnie Ball, assistant business
manager.
Any Seattle University organizations which desire posters are to
contact Dave Kneeshaw or Ronnie
Ball. Those requesting posters
should contact one of the managers
two weeks in advance if possible.
Father Vachon, S.J., Art Club
moderator, asks all members to
watch for information regarding

Ski Injuries

The thrills of skiing lost their
glamour for SU students during the
recent trips to the hills. Among
those who can claim the painful
fame are Pat Hurson, Jackie Maher, Elizabeth Gardner and Dave
Kneeshaw. Luckily for them, they a future meeting.
did not have to miss classes.

Silver Scroll Will
HonorNewPledges

!

was on a percentage basis.
Only 4,000 fans turned out for the
game with St. Mary's and plenty of
these were youngsters who paid
but eight cents tax.
Region

starring

JUNE PRESTON and BILL KIRBY

"Hot Stove League?"
At Missoula 4,500 fans turned
out for the College of Pacific-U. of
Montana game. But at half time
all but 500 beat it for home to leave
the two teams fight out the game
in the freezing weather.
Rumor has it that Johnny Heinrich has a plethora of material at

MOORE THEATRE
December 8 and 9
PLACE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW

CPS. At that, it willbe quite a relief to hear no more of that old
refrain. "Oh, oh, a handkerchief.
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The Popcorn Man

M. P. SCHULLER
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Clothes Washed and Dried in One Hour
304 BROADWAY NORTH

Over 30 Years of

Expert Watch Repairing*
Guaranteed Work

512 Broadway North

PRospect 4410

5-Point Cleaners
1112 Broadway

Nextdoor to Chieftain Fountain

SUNDAES

Aye.

Sympathy is also extended to
Father J. T. McGuigan, S.J., and
Shirley O'Hallohan, whose fathers recently passed away.

"Naughty Marietta"

My smoke Is CHESTERFIELD
a

THE BIG DIPPER

The Finest There Is

cently.

CLIPPER SERVICE

FRANK KIEFNER

Delicious

The Seattle University Art Club
recently elected Barbara Ray as
president. Other offices were filled
by: Tom Weiler, secretary; Margaret Miller, treasurer;Dave Knee-

! TWO NIGHTS ONLY

ASSU MEETING
December 10

See Our Quality Casuals
Plaids Plain

Grilled

from T'agre Three)

There seems to be some question
on the play!"
The almost universal eagerness
for a Bowl bid is doing college
The Silver Scroll will honor the
football no good. This bowl fever new pledges of their group at a
offers an easy weapon to the critics banquet Saturday. The banquet
of intercollegiate football. Perhaps will be held in the Camlin Hotel
football, like baseball, needs a
at 1 o'clock in the afternoon. Dr.
Chandler to crack down on post- Helen Werby, moderator, will adseason activities.
dress the new members and preVeryl Snowhill, southpaw bowlsent them with their Silver Scroll
proving
that
er for the Termites, is
pins.
Patronize Our Advertisers
left-handers are not necessarily eccentric. Each Wednesday for the
past five weeks she has averaged
122 for the three games. Yet,
strange to say, in none of these fifteen games has she bowled 122 for
any particular game.
Waiss came up with a high game
of 238 last time out, but Pat McGillicuddy stole honors with a 610
total and a high of 232.
The recent invasion of the University of Portland to the Bay

Students!

1006 Madison

"Magik"
Hamburgers
-

Art Club Elects
Officers for Year

The student body and faculty
of Seattle University wish to
extend their deepest sympathies
to the parents and relatives of
Edward Kencke, a Seattle University student, who died re-

might tacitly disagree
cision now and then, but, at the
same time, he realizeshow difficult
has become the role of 'the official.
Over a season's play, the good and
bad decisions even up pretty much.
But to the fellow who knows little
more than the score, a foul against
the home team is the signal for a
demonstration of unequalled lung
power. If the poor official has the
tough luck to make a bad decision
early in the game, this home towner is on his neck all night long.
If you can't lose, better stay
home.
The Chieftains will play hard
ball and (hopefully) winning ball.
But they will play clean. We hope
the students will measure up to this
standard in their support of the
team. We can afford to have a loss
marked up against our record for
the season but we can ill afford a
single manifestation of bad manners in the gym. We suggest that
these omniscient characters with
the urge to boo tune in to the
game. The atmosphere will be
much more pleasant for their ab-

June Preston, Pattie Clark, Alf
Antone and Jim Kaufer participated in the Seattle Civic Opera
Chorus presentation of "Carmen"
recently at the Women's Century
Club. Miss Preston, who starred as
Micaela, is a member of the double
quartet as is Mr.Kaufer.
The production was under the
musical direction of Mr. Gustave
Stern from the Seattle University
faculty. Mr. Stern has an impressive background for this type of

—

Swiss and All American-Made Watches

-

...

Recent Stage Show BeasleySays
Included U. Talent
with a de-

Speaking before Professor Metcalfe's Transportationclass recently, Winston J. Jones, district manager of the State Steamship Company, informed the students that
and politics don't mix; that is, at a
concerning membership coastal
Federal level." She continued, Decision
traffic has droppedconsid"Widows, spinsters, and childless to the Federation of International erabl y on the Pacific Coast due to
wives make up the majority of Union of Students and the Nation- increased costs, railroads,and other
women in politics; that is why I al Federation of Catholic Students competition.
postponed until a
Jones stated that before the War
advise women with political in- Association was
Inter
date.*
Shipping Administrationcame into
tentions not to plan on homes or
The meeting was adjourned.
husbands."
being, the maritime companies'
Respectfuly submitted,
profits "were tremendous," but
"However, I certainly believe,"
KATHLEEN CONROY,
afterwards they were reduced so
stated Mrs. Luce, "that women
Secretary.
much that the companies made less
should take a definite interest in
net gain during the war than any
politics and know 'whom and what Members Present
Jim Reilly
other type of business.
to vote for." With reference to
Ray
O'Leary
He said that there is no method
Mary Roberts Rhinehart as an exJack Codd
on which specific rates can be
ample, Mrs. Luce considers, "home
charged on cargo, because there
John Spellman
loving women make the best creAl Small
are too many factors which interative workers and writers."
Hal Wales
vene. For instance, surgical instru"Vatican a Symbol of Hope"
Tom Stapleton
emnts displace much less footage
Not to be overlooked is the fact
Geri Kennard
than flour, yet it is many times
that Mrs. Luce is a recent convert
Lois Murphy
more expensive. Also competition
to Catholicism, or as she would
Kathleen Conroy
plays an important part in deterhave it, "A Johnny-come-lately!"
mining rates. If an Eastern firm
She declared that it was impossible
lowers their charges, so do all
to emphasize the importance of
Attention!
others or else they soon would be
"our religion in these days at hand.
out of business.
The whole Christian world, not
Women
only the Catholics are looking toThe women students are reward the Vatican as a symbol of minded of the AWSSU meeting
hope. It seems that the Kremlin slated for Monday, December 6,
has not accidentally chosen the at 12:10 inRoom 119.
Vatican as her ideological enemy The Associated Women Student's
as target for persecution. Even Scrapbook is being compiled under
here at home we find that political the chairmanship of Clara Seguro.
persecution due to- one's faith is The purpose of the scrapbook is to
slowly but surely diminishing."
record functions of the association.
■"As Catholics," Mrs. Luce conAssisting Clara are Marion Grey,
cluded, "you here in the Northwest Joanne O'Hare,
Bettianne Lonermust form the potential physical gan and Terry Cain. The book will
battleground. As Catholics, you'll be on display during Homecoming
make better Americans with your Week.
strong: faith in God."
At the special student assembly
Patronize Our Advertisers
on November 16, Mrs. Luce captured the attention of the audience
with her brilliant wit and charm.
Present on the platform with her
Across the Street from School
were The Rev. Albert A. LeMieux,

Please submit your class histories
for the '49 Aegis.
List: All college activities; if a
transfer from another college,
name the school and year transferred; degree in college.
Please turn these in by December 10, in the designated box located in the mainlobby of the Liberal Arts Building.
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